LEARNING PROJECT WKB 18TH May “
SPORTS”
This project this week aims to provide opportunities for your child to learn
more about celebrations. Learning may focus and different types of
celebrations that take place and who may celebrate them. It could look at how
people celebrate different events differently in other parts of the world.
Weekly Maths Activities
Weekly English Activities
Get your child to watch this video explaining
coordinates and how to plot them using the x-axis
first, then the y-axis.
https://safeyoutube.net/w/8Iw6

Ask your child to play Alien Attack
using the first quadrant. Can they
describe the positions of the alien
spaceships? Then encourage them
to play ‘Hit the Coordinate’ to
practise plotting coordinates on a
grid.
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/
469/Coordinates-Alien-Attack

- Set up a Times Table relay race.
Can your child run lengths of a
space and count in their times
tables forwards and backwards?

Listen to these BBC children’s sport
podcasts. Or your child can look through
newspapers/ magazines and list all of the
sporting vocabulary they find.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b03g64pm
-Encourage

your child to read for
enjoyment- perhaps in the garden for a
change. Or complete some reading
comprehension activities- here are some
all about British female athletes.
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/lks2-inspirational-britishfemale-athletes-differentiated-reading-comprehensionactivity-t-e-2548894

Ask your child to read this extract from
Quiz Whiz Sport. Encourage them to
answer the questions on each page and
record these in full sentences.

Play TTRS

https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/extract/7810/QuizWhiz-Sport-by-Tom-Jackson.html

Weekly Spelling Activities

Weekly Writing Activities

Practise your spelling on Spelling
Shed

Write facts about the Olympics
https://www.olympic.org/

Task your child with choosing 5
sporting activities that they’re
unsure of how to spell and
encourage them to learn to spell
them. Can they apply these words
into sentences?

Visit the Literacy Shed for this wonderful
resource on The Catch. Or, your child
could write their very own celebration
song.

Proofread writing tasks from this
week. Your child can use a
dictionary to check any spellings
that they’re unsure of using the
first2/3 letters of the word.

Ask your child to choose a sport, which is
popular in another country, and write
their own set of instructions for how to
play that particular sport.

Alphabetical order: List each letter
of the alphabet and ask your child
to think of a sport related word
that corresponds with each letter.

https://www.literacyshedplus.com/en-gb/resource/thecatch-ks2-activity-pack

